DISPOSABLE PRODUCTS / CUP SHAPED FILTERING FACEPIECES

BLS ZERO SERIES

Features /

Why ZerØ ? /
Why give up maximum comfort
if you can have it with the best protection?
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SUPPORT

The new BLS's cup shaped line is designed to offer you both:
maximum protection and maximum comfort.
Zer0 series includes only P3 facepieces, but provides breathing
resistance comparable to a P1.
STANDARD

BLS ZerO

99%

99,92%

PROTECTION

Better than a P3

The support material has a special
texture constituted of interwoven
bundles of fibres which give elasticity
and resistance to the material even
after prolonged use under conditions
of high humidity or heavy perspiration.
This innovative material is also
entirely, adhesive and solvent free.

Inspiration
30 l/m

< 0,6

0,5

mbar

02

mbar

Inspiration
95 l/m

BREATHING
RESISTANCE

< 2,1

The gasket is made of a soft foam
coupled with a technical fabric.
The combination of the two layers
provides excellent compression
and deformation combined with
an elevated user’s comfort.
The textile layer is very smooth and
pleasant to the touch, absorbs sweat
and keeps the skin cool and dry.

1,4

mbar

Better than a P1

GASKET
mbar

Exhalation
160 l/m

* tested by BLS Lab

< 3.0

1,1

mbar

mbar

PROTECT YOURSELF BETTER.
BREATHE BETTER.

Available products /
CODE

CODE for
SINGLE PACKED

PRODUCT

PROTECTION

8006295

8006302

BLS ZerO 30 NV

FFP3 NR D

EXHALATION
VALVE

WELDED
STRAPS

CARBON
LAYER

GASKET
partial

8006296

8006303

BLS ZerO 30

FFP3 NR D

partial

8006297

8006304

BLS ZerO 31

FFP3 R D

complete

8006299

8006306

BLS ZerO 30 C

FFP3 NR D

partial

8006301

8006308

BLS ZerO 31 C

FFP3 R D

complete
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PROTECTIVE
LAYER

DISPOSABLE PRODUCTS
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EXTERNAL PROTECTIVE LAYER

REUSABLE PRODUCTS

The innovative protective micronet
preserves the filtering material from
dirt, dust and liquids. This way the
external layer preserves and prolongs
the filtration efficiency without
increasing breathing resistance of the
filtering facepiece. The micronet, less
elastic and more resistant than filtering
materials, protects from mechanical
stress that could tear or damage the
material (i.e. crease, rub).
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PREFORMING
The unique shape of the nose area
makes the facepieces very easy
to wear. The new Zer0 series fits
perfectly on different head shapes
to ensure an excellent seal.
The new shape also ensures a wide
field of vision and high compatibility
with personal equipment for eyes
protection.
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FILTERS
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